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Reorganizing Information Architecture

Tasks:

1. Organization schemes: Identify as many different 

organization schemes throughout the site.

2. Organization structures: What is the 

predominant organization structure(s)?

3. Re-organizing Cool Tools: Identify at least 3 

ways that the organization could be improved.

4. Justify recommendations: How will they help the 

site users?

Shannon Kelly - Fall 2023 INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE I (UXD-60101-004)

About the site
Cool Tools is a website that provides recommendations 
on useful tools, including the best and most affordable 
options.
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Identify organization schemes throughout the site. kk.org/cooltools/

Cool Tools’ posts use a 
chronological organization 
scheme, ordered from 
newest to oldest. 

Additional sidebar local 
navigation also allows users 
to browse chronologically 
via a calendar view. 

After reviews, the homepage 
is then organized topically: 

• Editors favorites
• Cool Tools Show Podcast
• What’s in my bag?
• About Cool Tools

Each section’s content 
(aside from the About) is 
organized chronologically 
with contextual links. 
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Identify organization schemes throughout the site. [Cont.] 

The site’s global navigation is hybrid of 
task and topical schemes as there are 
task related links like ”submit a tool” and 
“email list” but also topical options like 
“What’s in my bag?” and “About us.”

Local navigation (side bar) 
“categories” contains a topical list 
organized alphabetically. 

Kevin Kelly Sites 
(additional local 
navigation) is a topical, 
subjectively-ordered 
scheme linking to 
different external sites 
with specific subject 
matter. 
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What is the predominant organization structure(s)? 

Cool Tools presents its users the flexibility 
to navigate through its site using global, 
local, and contextual navigation methods. 
These navigation methods utilize various 
organizational schemes, (chronological, 
alphabetical, topical and task) and as a 
result, the predominant structure of the 
site is a Matrix.
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Identify 3 ways to improve the organization & justify recommendations.

1. To improve the global navigation, it would be helpful to group the task schemes in a
more hierarchical structure. To achieve this, create parent categories that are broader in
scope and child sub-categories that are more narrowly focused. By establishing this top-
down structure, users can find the information they need more quickly. Additionally,
introducing a breadcrumb navigation can help users understand their contextual location
within the site.

Moving the global navigation to the website's header will make it more distinct from the 
local navigation in the sidebars. This move will improve its visibility within the hierarchy of 
the page. By doing so, users can easily comprehend the task-based structure while still 
having the option to choose their preferred way of browsing and accessing content.
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Identify 3 ways to improve the organization & justify recommendations. [Cont.] 

2. Move the “Categories” and “Creative Commons” calendar (renamed to “Browse by
Date”) options in the local navigation in the sidebar up to the top of the page where the
original global navigation used to live. This move will give users better visibility of the
category and date tags and make it easier to sort by content type.

Consolidate the Categories tag list into a parent/child hierarchy and focus parent category 
labeling as general product types with expandable child sub-categories. Rename some 
category tags for less ambiguity.  Users will benefit as browsing content categories 
becomes more efficient and will experience less redundancy, confusion, and overwhelm. 

3. Lastly, move Kevin Kelly’s site links to footer navigation (along with social icons) and
away from sorting/browsing options. That way, users aren’t accidentally confusing the
external links with other sorting options and navigating away from Cool Tools content.
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